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Introduction
The majority of candidates produced responses indicating good psychological knowledge
and excellent preparation for the examination. Centres are clearly using the information
provided by publication of examiner reports and mark schemes to target their teaching even
more effectively. While this is really good to see it does produce one particular headache for
examiners, how to differentiate between the candidate who has learned material well but
does not really understand what they are writing about, and the candidate who both knows
the material well and has that additional insight that has the potential to take them to a
higher level. This paper had several questions designed specifically to try and discriminate in
this way and it is inevitable that such questions will continue and may well increase. These
tough questions are ones where very few candidates will gain a high mark, a good mark will
be much lower.
As the synoptic paper it has a higher number of challenging questions than the other units,
a good number of candidates demonstrated that they are able to meet this challenge.
There were some answers which would not have shamed a finals student at the end of a
degree course, such was the calibre of their answers. At the other extreme there were of
course candidates who barely responded to any of the questions set. Papers and the way
they are marked has to permit the best to shine out as the best, it would be unfair to such
candidates to have a pronounced ceiling effect. Therefore it is inevitable that some of the
marking decisions may seem tough, however the rationale for these judgements is to allow
the best to be seen as the best as well as allowing others to also achieve.
The final essay question retained the feature of a choice between two titles, one
'traditional' and the other where candidates are asked to respond to a scenario, applying
their psychological knowledge. This year the application question was much better done
than in the previous paper, with more use of psychological theory and, in the better
responses, inclusion of research evidence to support their suggestions. One hiccup that was
encountered was when candidates had indicated one choice of essay and then written on
the other topic. As essays are split into groups according to which box they cross this means
an incorrect cross puts the essay into the wrong pool. Clearly everyone works to ensure no
candidate is disadvantaged if this happens but centres could help a great deal by reminding
their candidates that should they change their mind on the essay topic to remember to
change the crossed box as well.
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Question 1 (a) (b)
(a)
The most popular of the two therapies was ‘care in the community’. A few answers described
other therapies (e.g. token economy) thus gaining no credit. In general those who chose
to describe care in the community were able to give more detail and therefore access
more of the marks available. However answers that focused only on ACT as an example
of care in the community were often more limited in their scope. Many answers spent too
long focusing on why the therapy was used rather than describing what the therapy does.
Marks for ‘why’ were limited as the question asked candidates to describe the treatment/
therapy, not the rationale for it. A comment that will be repeated frequently in this report
is that merely identifying something, in this case an aspect of the treatment/therapy, is
not sufficient to gain credit when asked to describe or explain. For example stating that
care in the community provided sheltered accommodation does not gain the mark until
an elaboration such as ‘where vulnerable people can stay and their welfare is monitored
by support staff’ is added. There were also some responses that relied on common sense
answers rather than psychological knowledge:
e.g. family therapy is a therapy which involves the whole family.
Again this type of response is unlikely to gain credit whereas a more substantive comment:
e.g. the therapist probes members of the family to discover whether family relationships are
making problems worse.
This gains a mark as it demonstrates psychological knowledge rather than just common
sense.
(b)
Responses to this question again tended to be better for care in the community than for
family therapy. Better responses cited research evidence to support the evaluation points
made though sometimes points made tended to be repetitive or very general, thus limiting
the marks that could be awarded. A significant minority seemed to produce a ‘knee jerk’
response when seeing the word evaluation, assuming that their acronym checklist of
evaluation points should be applied. Thus such responses somewhat inappropriately made
comments regarding reliability, validity and generalisability of the treatment. This clearly
demonstrated that, while it can be extremely valuable to teach ‘aide memoir’ techniques,
there are dangers unless the purpose is understood by the user.
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This is a very thorough answer to question 1. The clips demonstrate how elaboration and
evidence boost marking points to make them very secure.
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Examiner Comments

Part a shows how rich, detailed information can be used to
answer the question. The impression is of good knowledge
well applied Part b shows good use of research evidence.
Findings from two studies are followed by a comment without
a source, however the strength of the preceding comments
helps as it has created an impression of good knowledge and
understanding. In addition this is a well known evaluation.  

Examiner Tip

Always elaborate description points and provide some
evidence for evaluation points to make it more likely sa
point will gain a mark.

6
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Examiner Comments

One of the problems with this question was the
focus by many candidates on why rather than what.
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Examiner Comments

This clip shows how the candidate clearly explains what someone
may experience if they attend family therapy. However in the first
part of part (a) there is more emphasis on why family therapy
occurs, only in the second part of the clip does the answer focus
on what happens. This is part of an answer that gained full marks,
and could have got more if marks had been available.

This answer to part (b) using family therapy shows how, even without citing research
valuable evaluation points can be made.

Examiner Comments

The first three lines of the clip make two separate but
related points. Neither is sufficient on their own to gain
a mark, but put together they become creditworthy. In
contrast the second part of this clip shows how a well
developed point can be rich enough to be awarded a mark

8
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Examiner Tip

Make sure that points made are
either supported with evidence or
fully developed so that you gain a
mark for your efforts

Question 1 (c)
Many candidates engaged well with this question, entering into the spirit of the question in
both the content and style of the response.
This was a ‘think on your feet’ question, though it was clear from the majority of responses
that candidates could engage with the question.
There were some excellent responses to this question with job descriptions including
suggestions such as devising and monitoring support programmes and holding case
meetings to discuss client progress. Many formatted the question in the style of a ‘job
spec’. However some responses were unable to apply knowledge of the therapy to what a
therapist or lead worker would do, describing the tasks a non-professional care worker may
do such as daily cleaning, cooking and shopping or just reiterating the therapy programme.
This question could be answered in several ways. It required the candidates to think what
was required for the therapy that they had described in the earlier part of the question.

Examiner Comments

This is a really thoughtful answer. The response
shows that the candidate has really tried to
address the issue of what qualities would be
needed to deliver the therapy effectively.
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It was important in this question that responses reflected the type of role requested, i.e. a
lead worker/therapist. The managerial aspect of the role is evident here. Clearly in many
occupations it is necessary to do other tasks from time to time, many recognised this by
commenting on the need to be flexible, however 'pitching in' to help out is different to a
core duty. It was important that responses reflected this.

Examiner Comments

While some aspects of this answer are rather general it
clearly identifies that this is a lead worker/therapist rather
than an assistant as the managerial tasks and broader
understanding that would go with those roles are evident.

10
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Question 2 (a) (b)
(a) There were a number of responses where reliability was described rather than validity
as requested by the question. This is a perennial problem and one that is difficult to solve
as separating out the two concepts can be very tricky. There were also a good number of
responses that gave a very basic definition, not even related to mental disorders such as
‘it’s when something does what it says it does’. Such basic general responses do not receive
credit. Unfortunately some excellent answers limited their marks by failng to include any
form of example. This means there were relatively few responses gaining full marks for this
question.
(b) There were many good responses to this question. Many were able to cite research
to substantiate a reliability point, a validity point and a cross cultural issue in diagnosis,
for the most part evidence was used effectively though some expended too much effort
on describing the study rather than focusing on the findings needed to back up the point
being made. Several candidates used Rosenhan’s study here, not always correctly. It may
be worth emphasising during teaching that Rosenhan’s study found that diagnosis was
generally reliable, the problem was that the diagnoses made were not valid.
This response shows how by following a simple strategy the candidate can garner a very
good mark
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Examiner Comments

This candidate leaves nothing to chance, every point made
is accompanied with an example related to mental disorders.
Criterion validity has a particularly rich example which
means it gains two marks and a third mark for the internal
validity. In part b the evidence is used well, the findings are
given, then what this means is clearly explained.

Examiner Tip

Always develop a point thoroughly to ensure it gains credit

12
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Question 3 (a)
While there were only a small number of responses that failed to gain any marks for this
question there were many that only scored one of the two marks available. Marks were
limited for one of two reasons. Firstly the responses that gave a basic definition such as
data that has been previously gathered by another researcher, secondly the responses that
gave an inappropriate elaboration. Typical of such inappropriate elaborations were those
that gave content analysis as an example of secondary data, which it is not, or who cited
potential sources of secondary data as the internet or newspapers. Given such sources
can produce both primary and secondary data some qualification is needed to be sure the
candidate understands the nature of secondary data.
While this question is only for two marks many missed out on the second mark through lack
of elaboration.

Examiner Comments

This is a very succinct answer. Two marks in under two dozen words!
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Question 3 (b)
This was generally a well answered question with many responses identifying an appropriate
strength and an appropriate weakness. However a significant number of responses failed
to gain all four marks as they did not explain the the answer sufficiently. That secondary
data is quicker and cheaper to obtain than primary data is not an explanation in itself,
what is required is to explain why it is quicker and cheaper. This type of question is likely
to be marked more rigorously in future examination series with no credit being given for
identifying the strength/weakness at all.
This example uses the most popular strength and weakness and does it very clearly.

Examiner Comments

Cost saving as a strength is elaborated as to
why it is a strength. Similarly the weakness is
appropriately elaborated.
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Question 4 (a)
As this is a study that centres must cover during the course it is not surprising that there
were many excellent answers, with relatively few responses producing inappropriate
material (e.g. procedure). However, because it is studied in detail it is expected that
responses will be reasonably detailed and accurate. It was disappointing to see errors such
as ‘all pseudo-patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia’. Currently such questions will
receive a mark once a reasonably accurate and specific point is made. Marks may also be
awarded if there are a number of poorly developed, somewhat inaccurate but nonetheless
relevant points made. It is possible that in the future it may be necessary to modify such
questions further to avoid a ceiling effect on marks. Teachers and lecturers can add the
weight of the examination report to their voices when reminding candidates that a study in
detail means precisely that.

Examiner Comments

The first mark comes for the range and mean length of stay for
the pseudo-patients, the second mark for the information on
their diagnosis. (Obviously this is not quite right as it wasn't in
remission till they were discharged). There is a third mark for
the suspicious patients comment, again shows good detail. The
final sentence has a mark for the first conclusion then the second
conclusion on whether DSM is valid for assessing mental health is
worthy of a mark but slightly weak as it doesn't give the relevant
version of DSM. Given that the diagnosis comment was not quite
correct this boosts an 'iffy' 4 to a very secure full mark answer.
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Question 4 (b)
In general this was a well answered question with many responses showing an excellent
level of knowledge and understanding. Nonetheless there were relatively few responses
that were able to gain all the marks available, three marks being the most typical mark,
this was because points were either not developed sufficiently or were evaluating DSM,not
the study. There was evidence of some points having been learned and reproduced without
comprehension. Some points were sufficiently incorrect to suggest a fundamental lack of
understanding, e.g. identifying and evaluating the study in terms of the pseudo-patients
being the participants.
In contrast to question 1b where the evaluation prompts tended to hinder rather than help
this was a question where the prompts clearly helped candidates.

16
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Examiner Comments

This answer gives a series of well developed and accurate points. Generalisability,
reliability and validity are all competently covered in the first paragraph. It is always
pleasing to see higher order evaluation, where an evaluation point itself is evaluated, as
in the second paragraph. This is a particularly rich and detailed comment and worth more
than a single mark. The applicability of the research today is relevant, though perhaps
not a very strong point, however it is  sufficient to ensure this answer gains full marks.

Examiner Tip

A good stategy is to see if an evaluation point can itself
be evaluated - this can work as elaboration, or if there
is enough to say even gain an extra mark.
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Question 5
This could be answered by using two explanations from the same approach (e.g. genetics
and dopamine hypothesis) or by using explanations from different approaches. In
general those who chose the latter route found it easier to accumulate enough material
to gain a good mark. The most popular explanation was the biological approach, some
only considered dopamine or genes, others used both as ‘a biological explanation’. The
comparison explanation was likely to be either cognitive or social with relatively few from
either the learning approach or the psychdynamic approach. The greatest problem with
this question was that a very large number of responses having given one explanation
for schizophrenia as requested then proceeded to give a second explanation before going
into the comparison. This was not required, was unnecessary, wasted valuable time and
detracted from the final answer. Many answers that included a second description produced
a very short comparison section, so limiting themselves to a maximum of 6 marks (level 2)
and had a page of often excellent description which got no credit.
Of the various individual explanations offered in response to the question the dopamine
hypothesis was done best, followed by the genetic and cognitive explanations. In both
cases the explanation was usually well detailed and included evidence for the explanation,
which in this type of question can gain credit as part of the explanation. The least successful
explanation tended to be ‘social breeder’. It is clear that most candidates do not understand
the explanation at all, those who instead had learned the same material as ‘the social
explanations of social drift and social causation’ were likely to produce a much clearer
and better structured explanation. Social explanations were the least likely to include any
evidence from research.
There were relatively few responses that produced good comparisons. Comparisons tended
to be fairly brief and often made assertions with no supporting evidence. Comparison
points were often limited to the nature-nurture aspects of the explanation, might include a
comment on the methodology and rarely implications for treatment.
Some responses showed clear evidence for a preprepared essay. Typically one explanation
was described then evaluated, this was then followed by a second explanation also
described and evaluated. Such responses show the disadvantage of this strategy,
particularly as examination papers increasingly ask questions with a different slant.
In this essay the initial choices of which explanation to describe and which to compare it
with should be done with care. The explanation needs to be one that can be done in enough
detail to ensure a good standard of description. The comparison choice needs to be able
to provide enough comparison points and sufficient elaboration to fulfill this aspect of the
essay.
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Examiner Comments

This clip from a description of the dopamine hypothesis shows how
a series of very quick, related points can be produced. In this type
of question evidence can be included to boost the descriptions
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Examiner Comments

These clips show how a comparison point is made between the two
explanations then in the following paragraph evidence for each side
of the argument is produced to add weight to the argument. This
is an example of the level 4 markscheme point "There will be some
good use of evidence to substantiate the points made"

Examiner Tip

When comparing try and elaborate comparisons enough
to show good understanding. This helps to avoid spurious
comparisons which are unlikely to gain credit.
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Examiner Comments

This paragraph shows rich, well supported arguments for the
comparison between biological and cognitive explanations
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Question 6 (a)
Very few responses to this question gained full marks. There seemed to be a genuine lack
of understanding of what the main features of observations might be. Key elements such
as producing a list of defined behaviours, tallying for quantitative or writing descriptions
for qualitative data were omitted in favour of prolonged explanations of the distinction
between overt and covert as well as participant and non-particant observations. The need
to discriminate between those who limited themselves to these two distinctions, and those
who genuinely described the main features meant that, for example, only one mark was
available for a description of overt-covert, however detailed it was.
The comparison between this question and the type of responses produced when a similar
question is asked about the experiment as a research method is marked. Responses that
only described the distinction between laboratory, field and natural experiments would not
be expected to gain many marks, yet this is analagous to the overt-covert, participant-nonparticipant type of description that was prevalent in responses this time round. Knowledge
of a study that uses observation as its main research method (e.g. Ainsworth or Charlton
et al) could be useful throughout this question. However it is important to realise that
describing the study will not, in itself, gain credit.
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Some candidates did produce a level of knowledge and detail commensurate with what
would be seen if the question had asked about experiments.

Examiner Comments

This answer includes categories, event sampling and time sampling,
all core elements of observations yet omitted from the majority of
answers. The comments on overt-covert, structured-naturalistic and
multiple observers added to the richness of an excellent answer.

Examiner Tip

The features of a research method are (a) what make it different
to other methods and (b) what you would need to know about
in order to undertake the method. Include both set-up and data
collection methods as these are both essential features.
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Examiner Comments

This shows a typical detailed response that focuses on just one
aspect of observations as a method, thus limiting the marks
available. There is no information on what would be done once the
situation was set up in marked contrast to the other response.
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Question 6 (b)

(i) While most responses identified an appropriate weakness relatively few explained it,
therefore limiting themselves to a single mark. Popular weaknesses were the effect that
knowing about the observation may have on the behaviour of participants or the ethical
implications of a covert observation.
(ii) In general this was better answered than the weakness as more responses offered
appropriate elaboration. Nonetheless the most frequent mark was one, as most candidates
could identify a means of putting the weakness right but failed to give the extra detail
needed for the second mark.

This question can be tackled in a variety of ways. This example looks at a weakness in the
design whereas the second example considers a weakness in the data collection. Unless a
particular type of weakness is requested by the question either these, or ethical issues are
equally OK.

Examiner Comments

This shows that full marks can be gained even without
the jargon. The weakness is identified then a clear
explanation of why it is a weakness.

26
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Examiner Comments

(i) A clear and detailed explanation of a weakness, good
elaboration for two marks (ii) Not only does the answer
explain how the weakness can be rectified but even names
it. Again well elaborated for another two marks.

Examiner Tip

In a two part question always choose the first part with
an eye on what can be said in the second part.
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Question 7 (a)
This was a challenging question for several reasons. Firstly, it was a question where a
preprepared answer did not work. Secondly, to gain marks the candidate had to engage
directly with the stimulus material. Thirdly, the candidates also had to bear in mind they had
been asked to address three specific elements in their evaluation and finally the question
was for six marks which meant that quite a lot of points needed to be made to gain a high
mark.
Responses did in general show a reasonable understanding of the terms reliability, validity
and generalisability. Unfortunately knowing what the terms meant did not necessarily mean
that a relevant point would be made. While many responses correctly covered the issue of
good controls permitting replication and thus being able to consider the results as reliable
the issue of validity was not as well considered. It is an interesting issue what the ‘natural’
environment of a laboratory rat might be. It may be as appropriate to consider a sewer or
the countryside as the natural environment of a lab rat as it would be to consider the African
savannah to be the natural environment of a modern urbanite.
This was a very synoptic question as it demanded a range of skills to be applied rather than
a regurgitation of facts memorised. Some responses did show evidence that candidates had
read the stimulus material then applied the understanding of evaluating research studies
they had acquired during the course. As an example such answers tackled the issue of
whether the control condition was an appropriate control and whether there may have been
alternative/ancillary reasons for the results gained. In contrast at the other end of the scale
there was little comprehension of the function of a control group.
Finally there were a number of responses regarding generalisation where evidence used was
of dubious accuracy, often because there is fundamental disagreement in the literature. The
percentage of genes in common between all mammals is very high and in itself unlikely to
be grounds for generalisability. However there are many similarities and differences which
can be explored and where there is clear cut evidence for these similarities and differences,
for example cognitive functioning, percentage size of neo-cortex, omnivorous species,
reasoning.
The answer to this question needed to be tailored to the material provided rather than a
general commentary on animal experiments.
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The issue of generalisability can be argued either way, however any statements made to
justify the stance need to be accurate. .
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Examiner Comments

Each of these points refers specifically to the study that is being evaluated and
each point is relevant. This response shows understanding of the function of a
control group and is able to develop the point to good effect. This answer focuses
on the information given rather than bemoaning the lack of information, so makes
a pertinent comment on reliability followed by one on validity. Both are appropriate,
both are contextualised and therefore both are creditworthy

Examiner Tip

Stimulus material provided in an examination question cannot be
comprehensive. It is reasonable to assume the examiner has put into
the stimulus all the information required to produce an effective answer
so focus on what is there rather than what is not there.

30
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Examiner Comments

The contrast of similar biological structures with the complexity of
human and rat brains is well used here on the generalisability point
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Question 7 (b)
While there were relatively few responses that were incorrect e.g. listing human ethical
guidelines, there were also very few good responses to this question. Many candidates
produced a list thus gaining a single mark. The question requested the candiates to describe
the ethical issues, thus rather than stating that distress must be kept to a minimum or that
housing and feeding should be appropriate for the species the response needs to give more
detail.
It is worth emphasising that the question does refer to psychological research, and while
this is always interpreted liberally points made that are not about research that could
possibly be psychological in context are unlikely to gain credit. Many responses raised
the issue of the use of appropriate species, which is potentially creditworthy, provided it
is correctly elaborated. However it is not the case that it is prohibited to use endangered
species under any circumstances as research designed to benefit such a species would be
deemed appropriate.
To gain marks for individual issues they needed some elaboration rather than merely stating
a guideline.
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Examiner Comments

The cost-benefit issue is summarised well then elaborated with
the pain, distress and alternatives comment gaining 2 marks. The
housing comment again is well considered . The competence point
is less well made but sufficient. The final comment would not have
gained credit as it is not given in enough detail.

Examiner Tip

Brief remarks/identifications tend to be grouped as a list mark.
Typically three identified items will gain a single list mark. Expand
each identification with some detail to gain three marks.
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Question 8 (a)
The prevalence of responses that included concepts of prejudice and stereotyping suggested
that ethnocentrism is not a well understood concept. While many responses were able to
gain a mark for some reference to own culture influencing understanding the second and
third marks proved rather more elusive. The most likely other points made were the notion
of cultural superiority creating bias in research, though this was rarely well explained, and
the provision of an example.
The best way to tackle this question was to start with a clear statement of the basic
definition that can then be elaborated.

Examiner Comments

This is a very clear explanation of ethnocentrism. The two
sides of seeing others in 'your terms' and applying 'your
findings' to all others gain a mark each. The third sentence on
cultural differences is relevant, though not well elaborated but
the final sentence nails the third available mark as it is a very
nice elaboration of previously stated material.

Examiner Tip

Three marks -say three things - each clearly - and well
elaborated - for three marks
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Examiner Comments

This answer uses the value system, issue, lack of cultural
relativity and interpretation using 'your own culture'
for three marks. The cultural relativity point is quite a
sophisticated one and rather nice to see.
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Question 8 (b)
The favourite areas of research used to answer this question were attachment as measured
by Ainsworth’s strange situation, obedience studies, diagnosis of mental disorders and
normality. Many responses spent a great deal of effort on describing details of the research
before getting to the relevant material on why there may be an ethnocentrism issue. Those
who understood the concepts of etic and emic and used them appropriately were most likely
to gain higher marks. A few responses raised the issue of cultural immersion as a means of
trying to deal with the issue, often citing Malinowski’s research. Others cited cross cultural
research which does recognise cultural differences as being guilty of cross cultural bias, e.g.
Jahoda.
As ethnocentrism permeates much of psychology it is an area where candidates may well
benefit from an exercise involving identiying an example of a theory or study from each
approach and each application that is ethnocentric.
This question is highly synoptic so there is likely to be a blend of evidence from across the
whole specification as well as the small amount of material new in Unit 4.

Examiner Comments

This shows good use of the imposed etic concept. It
is explained, applied and then finally leads into an
appropriate example, garnering marks all the way.
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Examiner Tip

Technical terms correctly applied are a good
way to boost marks.

This is a very different way of tackling the question using specific examples to illustrate
issues.
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Examiner Comments

Two clear comments, one using evidence from clinical
research the other material covered in child psychology
showing how the synoptic paper draws on material from
across the specification.
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Question 9 (a)
This was the more popular of the two essays, probably because candidates saw it initially
as a ‘familiar’ title. However this was a demanding essay which required candidates to
produce a variety of skills which they would not have put together in quite this combination
during revision. This meant that many responses failed to achieve higher marks as they did
not adequately address the question. It is worth noting once more that this is a question
set to make the prepared answer less able to be used, success on this question required
candidated to identify the three elements then balance the requirements to produce an
appropriate essay.
Contributions to society from the cognitive approach tended to centre around eyewitness
testimony, the cognitive interview, revision techniques based on levels of processing
and cognitive behaviour therapy. In general these were well understood but there was
a tendency to spend a lot of effort describing the intricacies of the contribution rather
than producing a resumé. Nonetheless there were many very good descriptions of the
contributions of the cognitive approach.
The contributions of the psychodynamic approach were not dealt with as effectively as
those of the cognitive approach. Psychodynamic therapy was very popular and in general
done well, similarly the use of dream analysis as therapy. Another popular choice was the
explanation of gender development, however responses here often failed to conclude the
description appropriately as there was no indication of why this was a contribution just a
description of the Oedipus complex. Some responses mistakenly claimed false memory
syndrome as a contribution to society from the psychodynamic approach.
A few responses that had described contributions appropriately merely evaluated each
approach briefly, however most of the responses did try to compare the two as requested.
Popular comparisons were on the basis of methods used for research, paradigms and their
testability, falsifiability and the objectivity – subjectivity aspects of the approaches.
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The way to do well on this essay was to describe the contributions without describing the
research behind the contributions. All that is needed is a reference to the relevant research/
theory when needed. This response does that really well.
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Examiner Comments

The first part here shows the end of the contribution of
psychoanalysis, explaining precisely why it is seen as a major
contribution. The response then considers the understanding of the
role of defensive mechnisms. In the second section the contributions
of cognitive psychology are being described. The response does
not waste valuable time describing a study rather just identifies the
relevant study and why it provides evidence of a contribution.
The third section shows an interesting and appropriate comparison
on the role of the brain in the two approaches, showing that even
approaches so far apart do share some aspects of science.
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Comparison is often seen as the hardest type of evaluation. However it can be done well,
even under examination conditions.
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Examiner Comments

The comparison here is dealt with in some detail. The preamble on
hypothetico-deductive reasoning contextualises the testability of cognitive
theories sand makes it a richer comparison with the psychodynamic
theories comment. Without the context this would have been a much
weaker point. The comparison of case studies with experiments is an
appropriate comparison (despite the fact that case studies occur in
cognitive psychology). However at the end of this section the answer falls
away when measureable tests are compared with 'theories all developed
by Freud', a somewhat spurious comparison.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that essays are balanced by keeping an eye on how much
time and writing goes into each of the components of the essay
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Question 9 (b)
While this was a more straightforward essay it is the unprepared application question.
It was noticeable that some responses indicated that even by the end of the essay the
candidate had still not realised it was a social control essay. In contrast some candidates
identified it as such in their introductory remarks.
The most popular strategy to be described was token economy. Other strategies were drug
therapy, aversion therapy, CBT, anger management, authority figures to promote obedience,
superordinate goals and breaking down in and out groups. In general the chosen strategies
were well described, there tended to be good detail mostly well tailored to the question.
However a significant number of responses only described one strategy, thus limiting the
number of marks available, similarly there were a number of responses that drifted off into
comments more appropriate for the use of token economy in prisons, aversion therapy for
alcohol addiction and so on.
The question asked for an assessment of the strategies described on the basis of both
practical and ethical issues. The responses here were very variable, again this was a
challenging task as candidates had to tailor the evaluations they made to the scenario
given. This is particularly daunting if trying to make these evaluations for people who
are probably sixty or seventy years older than the typical candidate so it was pleasing to
see how well some managed this. The best responses rejected many of the strategies as
inappropriate and often continued to argue whether it was appropriate to even attempt to
change the behaviour of the residents. From a practical perspective the usual evaluations
of cost, convenience and effectiveness were considered with the more astute answers
recognising that the evaluation of TEP ceasing to work when leaving the institution was not
an appropriate one to make given the scenario. Sadly many of the responses here were
just too brief and too narrowly focused to push the answer into the upper level.
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This particular essay provided information on no less than four different strategies. Each
was described, in various degrees of detail then they were all evaluated together for
practical then ethical considerations. Others described and evaluated each strategy in turn.
Either way is equally acceptable
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Examiner Comments

In the first section here the response suggests the use of drug
therapy and explains why this may be appropriate, this is
followed by token economy as another suitable method.
The second section is explaining the role of social identity as
a means of dealing with the disruptive behaviour. The answer
then goes on to evaluate all the methods suggested for both
practical then ethical considerations.

Examiner Tip

Always read questions carefully, if something is plural - e.g.
strategies there will be a penalty if only one is attempted.
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In common with many responses this essay challenged the basic premise of the question of
'gaining control', pointing out that a more productive and ethical route would be to address
either the reasons behind the 'disruptive behaviour' or looking at the thought processes that
may be creating it.

Examiner Comments

This final comment on this essay was typical of many of the very
thoughtful ethical points made by the candidates. It was good
to read so many responses that showed real understanding and
sensitivity towards a potentially uncomfortable topic.
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Paper Summary
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•

Candidates will be able to improve their marks on individual questions by:

•

Ensuring a descriptive point is fleshed out with detail

•

Using psychological examples to make a point clearer

•

Using research studies to make at least half of their evaluation points

•

Avoiding the use of pre-prepared answers
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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